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ABSTRACT

The effects of dislocations in grain-oriented
silicon-steel on the coercive field strength Hc » the initial
susceptibility
investigated*

and their temperature dependence were
Dislocations wore introduced by plastic deforma

tion in tension and their density and arrangement vers varied
by annealing.

The dislocation density was determined by metal-

lographic techniques and parallel measurements of the coercive
field strength, the initial susceptibility and the mechanical
hardness were made.
The results show that the coercive field strength varies
directly and the initial susceptibility inversely, with the
fourth root of the plastic tensile strain.

The coercive field

strength and the mechanical hardness are proportional directly
and the initial susceptibility inversely to the square root of
dislocation density.
On isochronal annealing, the coercive field, strength
of deformed specimens increases ,to a maximum with increasing
I
annealing temperature and then drops steadily below its initial
value, whereas the initial susceptibility drops initially and
then steadily increases to much higher values.

The coercive

field strength Kc and the inverse initial susceptibility
increase on aging at lower temperatures (200°- 325°) and also
during the initial stages of isothermal annealing at temperatures

11
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550 - 630 C.

However, at the later stages of annealing at

these (550°- 630°C) and at higher temperatures (630°- 720°C),
both decrease almost linearly with the logarithm of the anneal
ing time achieving a constant value after prolonged annealing.
Measurements of the temperature dependence of the
coercive field strength and the initial susceptibility were
made between -196° and 750°C*

The coercive field strength

of undeformed specimens decreases monotonically as the tempera
ture is increased from -I96°c, whereas that of the deformed
specimens first rises to a maximum at around 500°c and then
drops steeply to zero at the Curie temperature*
The initial susceptibility of undeformed specimens
decreases with rise of temperature from its value at -196°c,
exhibits a minimum around room temperature, and increases .
sharply thereafter to a maximum at about 350°c; it steeply
decreases again to a second minimum around 450°c and then
increases to extremely high value slightly below-the Curie
temperature.

VJith increasing strains, the first maximum is

shifted towards lower temperature, is gradually flattened,
and almost disappears for 1% deformed specimens.
The results are discussed in the light of various
theories of the coercive field and the initial susceptibility
and conclusions regarding the magnetization processes are
drawn.

iii
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

In recent years, considerable progress has been
made towards the understanding of the magnetization processes
of ferromagnetic materials

[l-6] .

Many of the magnetic pro

perties are Known to be structure sensitive, i.e., they are
drastically altered by the changes in microstructure and
various structural defects*

Many theoretical and experimental

studies have been made on the influence of various lattice
imperfections on the magnetization characteristic [5-20j •

In

the present work, the results of investigations on the effects
of dislocations on the coercive field and the initial suscept
ibility are presented.
In the demagnetized state of an ideal crystal having
no imperfections, the magnetization is uniform in zero field
and is aligned almost everywhere, in one of the few crystallographic directions of "easy magnetization", the socalled
"crystallographically preferred" directions.

The regions in

which the magnetization vector lies in one of these crystal
lographically preferred directions are called "domains" •
[2,3] •

The sub-division of a ferromagnetic specimen into

spontaneously magnetized domains,is a natural consequence of

1
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the contributions of the various energies involved in the
minimization of the total free energy of the ferromagnetic
The exchange interaction between neighbouring
spins tends to align these spins parallel in order to lover
the exchange energy.

The magnetocrystalline interaction with

the lattice tends to force the spins along one of the above
mentioned crystallographically preferred directions, to mini
mize the magnetocrystalline anisotropy energy.

However, the

uniform magnetization of the specimen as a whole would create
free pole density resulting in increased magnetostatic self
energy. Consequently, to minimise the total free energy of the
system, the ferromagnetic crystal divides itself into domains
with uniform magnetization along one of the preferred directions.
<1

The gradual transition between the magnetisation
direction in one domain and that in a neighbouring domain y
takes place over a transition layer called domain wall or
Bloch wall [2,3]

« Inside a domain wall, the neighbouring

spins are neither parallel nor oriented in the preferred
direction*

This involves work against both the exchange

forces and the magnetocrystalline anisotroiiy •

Therefore,

the wall is a site of a certain amount of energy y per unit
area.

The domain wall thickness 6 is determined by a detailed

balance betveen the competing claims of the exchange and the
anisotropy energies in the minimization of the wall energy yi
the former tending to increase the thickness and the latter
tending to decrease it.

The domain wall thickness varies
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from material to material ar.d is temperature dependent? it
decreases with decreasing temperature«
In a crystal having imperfections, the homogeneous
magnetization pattern inside a domain is disturbed in the
vicinity of various imperfections.

The magnetization points

locally in the direction of the*'effective anisotropy" determined by a compromise between the anisotropy caused by stress
field of the crystal defect and the mcignetocrystalline emisotropy.

The presence of cavities and

nonmagnetic

inclusions?

causes additional distortion due to the creation of internal
magnetic poles and associated magnetostatic energy*

The

inhomogeneities in the spacial distribution of magnetization
are responsible for the interaction between the domain walls
and the crystal defects.

As a consequence, the wall energy

varies with the position of the wall and depends on the number and the types of the crystal defects encompassed.
In general, the magnetization of a ferromagnetic body
in an external field, may be changed by either or a combina
tion of both of the following processes [2-5] t

(i) by the

domain wall displacement, i.e., the volume of the domains
favourably oriented with respect to the applied field grow
ing at the expense of the less favourably oriented domains
or (ii) by the rotational process, i.e., the magnetization
vectors inside the domains rotating towards the field direction.
It is now experimentally established

[l0-12] that in

magnetically multiaxial crystals,(such as those of iron and
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nickel hiving many directions of easy magnetizations, and
large crystal anisotropy), the changes in magnetization in
small magnetic fields and in the neighbourhood of the Hc
point (i.eo, the steep part of the virgin magnetization
curve), take place mainly through the displacement of Bloch
vailsj predominantly 180° walls*

The change in magnetisation

by the rotational process occurs only at much higher fields
near saturation.

Rotational processes are also responsible

in cases where the domain structure breaks down?

at higher

temperatures when the crystalline anisotropy is vanishingly
small (or in small particles).

The contribution of these

processes to the overall change in magnetization is affected
greatly by. the lattice defects*

However, the displacement

of the domain vail is much more impeded due to the lattice
defects than the rotational process'.
The magnetization of the ferromagnetic specimen could
be reversible or irreversible (in thermodynamic sense).
is characterized by the phenomenon of hysteresis.

This

The as

sociated properties of technical importance are the coercive
field strength and the initial susceptibility [l,2,4j.
The coercive field strength of a specimen is defined
as the negative magnetizing field required to bring the
remanent induction to zero after the specimen has been
magnetized to saturation [l»2] •

The coercive field strength

is an important parameter due to the fact that the energy
dissipated in going once around the hysteresis loop is equal
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to the area of the loop,and is of the order of the product
of the saturation induction Bs and the coercive field Hc
[l»2] •

The initial susceptibility is a measure of the mEig-

netizability of a demagnetised ferromagnetic specimen in small
fields and is given by the slope of the virgin magnetization
curve in its initial linear and reversible part (at the origin).
This is of .importance in communication circuits where the mate
rial is usually subjected to low magnetizing fields.
Any theory of coex*cive field strength and initial
susceptibility must provide a mechanism whereby, in passage
through the crystal, the energy E*r of the domain wall or the
dEw
total restoring force P
the gradient of the wall
dz
energy) must vary with the position of tho wall as shown in
fig. (1.1-1)•

There are then, positions of energy minima

and the walls will take up these positions.

In order to

displace the walls and with that increase the magnetization,
it is necessary to apply an external field which in effect
exerts a pressure on the walls.

For small fields and dis

placements up to the point B, the magnetization is continuous
and reversible.

This determines the initial susceptibility.

As the field strength is increased beyond point B, the walls
move

in steps, i.e.,jump further until halted by a greater

hindrance which can be overcome by a further increase in the
applied field ( Barkhausen jumps )

£l, 2j

• These uneven

volume changes of domains can only be reversed by the applica
tion of negative magnetising field.

Therefore,in the thermo-

Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Force P=2 ~^

WALL DISPLACEMENT z (Normal to the Bloch vail)

w
CD

«
w

s
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g

WALL DISPLACEMENT z ( Normal to the Bloch wall)

Fig. 1.1-1. Variation of the domain wall energy and the
restoring force on the wall with displace
ment normal to the wall
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dynamic sense, they are irreversible.
The matrix disturbances hindering the vail movement
are known to be internal stresses and dislocations, nonmagnetic
inclusions, cavities and inhomogeneities in composition resul
ting in local fluctuations in the magnetisation. The relation
between the coercive field strength, the initial susceptibi
lity and the matrix disturbances can be evaluated if the
Kind, intensity, and space distribution of the disturbances
as veil their specific interaction with the Bloch walls,
i.e., their effectiveness a s ■hindrances
ment, are Known quantitatively,

for the vail move

for the quantitative under

standing of the coercive field strength and the initial
susceptibility, various theories have been proposed.

K ot/-

ever, they differ from one another because each one of them
is related in a special way to one of the above mentioned
disturbances (e.g. stress theory [21-24] , foreign body
theory

[23] , stray field theory

[25] , dislocation theory [6-9].

Each theory assumes the influence of a single type
of disturbance on the domain wall movement and neglects
all the others present in the material. Furthermore, in
the absence of a detailed knowledge of the internal struc
ture of the material, each theory makes special assumptions
about the distribution of the disturbances inside the material
to avoid complications in calculations.
The role of internal inhomogeneous stresses, which
always exist in a material, in impeding the magnetization

Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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process was first suggested by Bloch [2 ] and this idea was
further developed by Kondorski
(stress theory)*

[21] and Kersten [22, 23j

The energy of the Bloch wall varies with

position as a consequence of the variation of the effective
anisotropy resulting from its dependence on the internal

-

[23] studied

stresses through

the effect of the amount and size of the non-magnetic

in

clusions on the coercive field and the initial susceptibility
(foreign body theory or inclusion theory).

According to

Kersten, the change in the wall energy, caused by the presence
of inclusions was a simple surface tension effect*
in a position

The wall,

where it intersects a number of inclusions,

will have smaller area, and therefore a lower energy, than
in a position where no inclusions are intercepted.

He used,

a highly simplified model in which the nonmagnetic inclusions
are pictured as spheres arranged in a cubic lattice. Neel [20^

•

criticized these theories and pointed out that implicit assump
tions of rigid domain wall and regular distribution of inclusions,
greatly overvalue

the coercive field for actual materials

where the perturbations might be more or less random.
Furthermore, the magnetostatic energy associated with the
presence of internal poles at the interface between the in
clusion and the matrix far exceeds the changes in wall energy
associated with the presence of inclusions.

He extended

these theories by taking into account the demagnetizing
energy resulting from the inhomogeneities in the direction

Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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of the magnetization produced by both internal stresses and
inclusions#
Kondorski

These theories were further developed by
and Goodenc

Becker and Doring

shown that the main

contribution to the interaction between the internal stres
ses and spontaneous magnetization M s is due to magnetostric
tion and that this interaction is described quantitatively
by the magnetoelastic coupling energy which is a function
of the direction of spontaneous magnetization, the magnetostrictive constants and the stress tensor of the structural
defects.

Another contribution arises from the fact that in

the neighbourhood of the lattice defects, the crystal pro
perties such as spontaneous magnetization, magnetocrystal*line anisotropy etc. may be changed.

Thus the magnetization

distribution in the vicinity of the lattice defects is
changed due to magnetoelastic interaction and change in the
crystal properties.

In the earlier theories [23,24], the

internal stresses were characterized by an average stress
amplitude, their source remaining unspecified.
theories

The modern

[27-29] recognize that the internal stresses are

associated with dislocations in the crystals.

Dislocations

are line defects in a crystal and cause internal stresses
whose magnitude varies as the inverse of the distance *r*
from the dislocation line.

Vicena [7 ], Kersten ^8#^] and

Trauble [6] have developed quantitative theories based on
the dislocation model with different assumptions.
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.Systematic experimental studies on the quantita
tive relationship between a particular matrix disturbance#
its distribution# size and shape, and particular magnetic
properties are scarce.
of .nonmagnetic

Experimental data on the influence

inclusions on magnetic properties are due

to Dijkstra and VJert [l6] and Qureshi [17] «

In [l6] the

influence of finely dispersed iron-carbide precipitates on the
coercive field of iron was reported*

In [17] , the effects

of volume, size and shape of randomly distributed copper
precipitates on the coercive field and initial susceptibi
lity were studied. Measurements on the effects of plastic
deformation on the magnetic properties have been made on
nickel single crystals by Dietrich & Kneller [12J
[l8] , Krause [58] # Rieger [59] and Koster
single crystals by Malek

, Malek

(60] and on iron

[18] and Bilger and Trauble

[10] •

In these studies attempts were made to correlate the
experimental data with the predictions of dislocationtheories of coercive fi eld and initial susceptibility only
indirectly— through plastic deformation and theories of
work-hardening.

Assumption was made that a given state of

plastic deformation is uniquely associated with a certain
density of dislocations.

No attempt was made to determine

the dislocation density.

In most studies parallel measure

ments of Hc and

were not made.
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Up to nov, to the author's knowledge, there are
no experimental data available on the quantitative rela
tion between the coercive field, the initial susceptibility
and dislocation density*

The present investigations are

an attempt to obtain reliable data and to compare these
results with the theoretical statements in the literature.
It is difficult indeed to get complete and reliable in
formation as to the internal state of the material and to
devise a method by which only a single type of matrix
disturbances (such as dislocations) are introduced.

How

ever, it is assumed for the present work that the disloca
tions are the dominant defects introduced by the plastic
deformation, to which all the changes in the magnetic
properties arg attributed.

The number of all other types

qf defects so developed or otherwise present is assumed
to be small and their contribution to any change in the
magnetic properties is considered as negligible.
In the present investigations the material used
was Fe~3.25°£ Si grain-oriented transformer steel.

The

choice of this material was favoured by the fact that most
qf the physical constants of this alloy are known and
available in the literature.

Furthermore, quite reliable

techniques for the etching of dislocations in this material
have been established ^31-36^ •

The dislocations were

introduced in the specimens by plastic deformation by

Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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tension and their density and geometrical arrangements
vere varied by annealing the specimens for various dura
tions of time at different temperatures.

The coercive

field strength, the initial susceptibility and the mecha
nical hardness were measured.

In parallel, the dislocation

density was determined using metallographic techniques.
The variation of the coercive field strength and the initial
susceptibility as a function of temperature was also studied
from - 196°c to the Curie temperature.

Data were obtained

using similar specimens of identical metallurgical and
mechanical history.
In chapter II various dislocation theories of
coercive field strength and initial susceptibility are
discussed.

In the subsequent chapters, the experimental

data are obtained and the results are critically analysed
and compared with the theories . Due to simplified models
used as the basis of various theories, these results may
not necessarily agree with any of them.

However, it is

expected that these results contribute towards further
understanding of the process of magnetization and form a
basis for a modified theory of hysteresis.
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CHAPTER

I I

THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS

All modern theories of the coercive field strength Hc
and the initial susceptibility % £

are based on simplified

models -which take into consideration the interaction of only
one type of lattice defect

with either of the magnetization

processes e.g., the displacement of domain wall or the rota
tion of the magnetization vector inside the domains.
In general, the magnetization process is of a comples
nature and both the processes may contribute towards the
overall changes in magnetizations furthermore;lattice defects
of more than one type are usually present.
In the simplest case, in magnetically multiaxial
crystals of iron and nickel where crystal

anisotropy is

much larger than any stress anisotropy, the changes in
magnetization take
of domain walls.

place predominantly by the displacement
When the stress anisotropy is predominant,

magnetization changes by rotational process.
In the following, the principles of calculations
and final results of coercive field strength and the initial
susceptibility based on various dislocation-models are
discussed•
13
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. CALCULATION OF THE COERCIVE FIELD STRENGTH
(a ) The Change in Magnetization by Bloch Wall Displacement
It is assumed that the changes in magnetization are
entirely due to the displacements of Bloch vails which are
not strongly coupled to each other and no rotational process
occurs®

The restoring force opposing the displacement of a

Bloch vail uncler the pressure of an external magnetic field
is essentially due to its interaction with the lattice defects.
For a random distribution of defects* the number of defects
interacting with the wall will vary with the position of the
vali j also the interaction energy (or its gradient, the
interaction force) due to a certain defect depends on its dis~
tance from the centre of the wall.

Therefore, the total

interaction potential of the wall (or the interaction

force)

during its movement through the network of defects depends
on the position of the wall in the crystal; varying irregular
ly as shown in fig. (1.1-1).

A domain wall occupying the

position of minimum energy may be displaced by the action
of an externally applied field.

The motion of the wall goes

on partially reversibly and partially by more or less large
irreversible jumps.

Then the coercive field is identified

as that field at v/hich these jumps are of the order of the
domain diameter.
If

is the energy of interaction of the i-th wall

separating domain

and domain *2", with the lattice defects
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at a certain position of the vail, and the vail moves under the
action of an externally applied field so that the volume of
the domain 1 grows at the expense of domain 2 causing a
change in the magnetic energy, then,
dE^^
where

s H M s ( cos^i ~

c o s 4>2)

d vU )

(2 .1 )

/^\
dE

= the increase in the energy of interaction of
the i-th wall with the lattice defects at its
new position after this movement

4* i»

H

= the externally applied field

Ms

= the saturation magnetization

^2

= ^ ie angles between the fieldH and

the magnet*

ization vectors of domain 1 and domain 2
respectively.
dv

(-i^
' - the increase in the volume of domain 1 due to
the movement of the i-’th vail .

The equilibrium value of the field is given by,
dE

H
Ms

(0 0 3 ^ 3 ^

“

C O S <£>2 )

(2 .2 )

dv

Therefore, the coercive field strength corresponding to the
i-th vail will be
H. (i)
Ms (cos^-l - cos <£2 )

dE
dv

(i)
max

and the coercive field strength for the whole specimen
will be given by
dE

1

H,c
Me

\

(cos

cos 4^2 )

dv

(2.3)
max/
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Where the average is over all the domain vails.

This

equation is the basis of all theoretical calculations of
the coercive field strength.
For magnetically multiaxial

crystals such as iron

and nickel, the changes in magnetisation in the neighbour
hood of the H

point are mainly through the displacement of

180° domain walls.

On considering the displacement

in the z direction— normal to the wall* in the x,y,z
rectangular co-ordinate system, the coercive field is given
by
•
Hc

2Mg Lx Ly cos

/

«^T?
dE

\
(2.4)

dz

Where
Lx , Ly

ss

the dimensions of an element of 180
vail in x and y directions respectively

*=

angle between the applied field and the
magnetization vector in domain 1.

dz

=

distance in the z direction, the wall has
moved•

The gradient of the interaction energy of the wall is the
«
dE
interaction force, i.e., _____ = P, the total force acting
dz
on the wall in the z direction due to all the defects.
Therefore from eqn. (2.4)
Hc
2M s L x Ly cos <£>

I Pmax

(2.5)

Where Pmax *s tlie total maximum force acting on the vail
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at location z.
If

mj

=

inumber of defects of type j interacting with
the Bloch wall at location »z#

Pj

=

force exerted by a defect of type'j*

then the total force P acting on the wall at *z • due to all
the defects * is given by
P

=

y

mj pj

and therefore
■
/
2MS Lx Ly cos 4> \

Hc

The expression

v—

p j )J

\

}jm 5

Pj)

(2*6)

\

has been evaluated by

Trauble [6].
If

Nj

*s

mj

average density of dislocation of type j

= Nj Lx Ly ;
the average number of dislocations interactig
with the element of the wall of surface area

LX Ly.
d

= average width of the domains

6

= thickness of the domain wall

d/26

in zdirection

= the number of statistically independent posi
tions, the wall can assume over a distance
•d* for which the Hc will have independent
values.

The coercive field is evaluated as
Hc

=

fin
2m <3

(a /a t)]*
Ly
4s

[r a .T p
* ■
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using
m.

Nj Lx Ly

H,

(In d/26)
/2 Ms /Lx Ly coacp

H
I Ki p:

(2 «8 )

The coercive field strength can thus be calculated
from expression (2.4) by calculating the energy of inter
action E between the domain wall and a dislocation or from
(2.8) by calculating the force of interaction pj exerted on
the wall by a dislocation of type j.
Vicena

[7 ] was the first to

investigate the inter

action between the Bloch wall and the dislocations.

He

assumed a plane 180° wall in a crystal of cubic symmetry ;
and a dislocation parallel to the wall.

For this configura

tion he calculated the effects of the stress field of the
dislocations on the Bloch wall and calculated the magnetoelastic coupling energy between them.
techniques of Neel

By using statistical

[20] , he found the value of the coercive

field as
3 |X | bG

H.

8MS d

l+l»
1-u

’2
d
6 in —
6

V<here
N

ss density of dislocations

X

*= saturation magnetostriction constant

b

= Burger's vector

v

- Poisson’s

G

ss

ratio

modulus of elasticity in shear
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d

-

average width of the domains

6

=

thickness of the domain vail*

The expression (2»9) states a direct relationship
between the coercive field strength and the square root of
the density of dislocations*
calculEtted the

[l3] on the other hand

force of interaction between the domain vail

and dislocation#
180° wall* the

For a jlllj

screw

dislocation and aplans

interaction force is calculated to be

PU 1 ~
where

Rieder

U 6 b X !00 <Cl1 ~ ° 12)

6

=

thickness of domain wall

b

=

Burger6s vector

^100

"

cll* C12
According to Pfeffor

(2-10)

magnetostriction constant
"

coefficients of elasticity

ji^J the expression gives the interac«

tion force for all orientations of 180° and 90° walls and all
types of dislocation provided the Bloch wall has a symmetrical
it
,
1 spin arrangement along the direction normal to the wall which is
always the case in iron[6 9j *

If N ~ the density of all types

of dislocations, the final expression for Hc in terms of the
material constants and the density of dislocations according
to Traubie [6] is given by
H

=

V3 Vd/2cS‘
2 -J2
Ly cos
it

( C n ” C l2)b
Mg

6 IjQQ

^

(2 .11 )
Expression (2,11) also gives a direct proportionality between
the coercive field strength and the square root of dislocation
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density*
(b)
Magnetisation'Changes by Irreversible Bend ing of
Bloch Wall
Kersten [8] has calculated the expression for the
coercive field with another assumption.

Instead of consi

dering a domain wall advancing rigidly through the network
of dislocations, he considers a deformable wall so that
under the pressure of an external field the wall bends about
the dislocations*

The value of the coercive field is given

by the critical field necessary to bend the wall in the form
of a semicircle;

at this field the va!3, breaks away from the

pinning points.

He assumes the absence of any stray field

and considers the over simplified model in which dislocations
have a cubic distribution.
The expression for Hc in this situation is given by

Hc

=

JL
/
p0 M0 V

Kl k T c~
a

_

J-_
/:l0 M0
i

Ki k Tc
a

where
MQ ss

k

j

✓

1
s

(2.12)

saturation magnetization at 0°K

=

magnetocrystalline anisotropy constant

*

Boltzmann constant

T c s;

Curie temperature

a

=

lattice constant

s

=

distance between pinning points.

Po

-

permeability of free space.

»
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N

s

density of dislocations; for regular
arrangement of dislocations ~ s

>/TT

The expression (2.12) also shows that the coercive field
is directly proportional to the square root of the disloca
tion density.
(c)

Changes in Magnetization by Rotational process
If the material is subjected to high internal

stresses

so that the stress anisotropy energy

cr^)

is large compared to the crystal anisotropy energy.
the domain structure breaks down

[6l] •

The magnetization

points in the direction of the effective anisotropy deter
mined by a compromise between the magnetoelastic interaction
with the dislocations and the crystal anisotropy.

Similar

situation occurs also at higher temperatures when the crystal
anisotropy is vanishingly small*

The change in magnetization

in this situation takes place essentially by rotational
process against the effective anisotropy.

The coercive

field in this case is given by the expression,[6,24]
H

s

^
Ms

' ~

2
Ms

(2.13)

and for the case when

^ s ^ ^ k

°r

^

^

lKll
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Hc

=

3 |X| ltfil

(2.14)

Me
Using

cTi 'v# g, the modulus of elasticity in shear, the

coercive field for strained specimens especially at higher
temperature is given by
He

[24]

ss • x G

(2«15)

Ms
The expressions derived in this section will be compared
with experimental results when appropriate.

CALCULATION OF INITIAL SUSCEPTIBILITY
The initial susceptibility is a measure of the
magnetizability of a demagnetized ferromagnetic specimen
in small fields in the linear region of the magnetization
curve and is defind as
Y, - lim.
i
AH-^0

AM

-- M n 0
AH

H = 0

(2.16)

where A M is the small change in magnetization caused by
the application of small magnetic field
of the magnetization curve.

a

H near the origin

The change in magnetization

may be caused by domain wall displacement or magnetization
rotation and therefore the expressions for

will again

depend upon the mode of magnetization change.
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(a )

Chancre in Magnetization bv 190
Displacement

Bloch Wall

The equilibrium value of the field for a small
displacement dz of the 180° vail may be vritten from eqn.
(2.2) as
H

(2.17)

=

2 Mg Lx Ly

COS

c£>

Where P is the total force of interaction on the vail of
surface area Lv L, .

From eqn. (2.16) one gets

j

dM/dz

(2.18)
\
*(
i t
H

du7dz

*»
«a

w

Using eqn. (2.17) and (2.18) the expression for initial
susceptibility is given by
4 Ms

2

cos dp

Lx
x Iy

\

1

d

p/dzl /

(2.19)
vhere d is the average domain vridth.
The average

^
}
is to be tahen over all the
^dP/dz '
zero points in the P(z) curve of fig. (1*1-1). For a
(

crystal demagnetized by an alternating current the statis
tical calculations of Trauble gives
-H

1.7 M s2 6 cos?cj5 (Lx Ly)

I

Nj P?

(2 .20 )
Using the value of P from eqn. (2.10) the final expression
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for

is obtained as

1

const•
d •XiOO (CU

(2 .21 )
“ C 12>

or

(2 .22 )

According to eqn. (2.22) the initial suscc-ptibility at
constant temperature is inversely proportional to the
square root of dislocation density*

(b)

Magnetisation Changes by Reversible Bending of Bloch

Kersten [b ] calculated the initial susceptibility
with the assumption of a model in which the change in
magnetization is caused by bending of the Bloch vail under
the pressure of an external field*
provided by the dislocations*

The pinning points are

He assumed a regular dis

tribution of dislocations' arranged in a cubic lattice, the
edges of which are parallel to the wall.
any stray field are neglected.

The effects of

expression for %£

according to Kersten is
2
(2.23)

(2,24)
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where the symbols are essentially the same as in eqn<> (2.12)«
Finally
% i

r

const.

(2.25).

According to Kersten the initial susceptibility 13 inversely
proportional to the density of dislocations.
(c )

Change in Maonetlnation by Rotational Process
As mentioned before, when the stress anisotropy is

large compared to the crystal anisotropy (

|X|

).

the domain structure breaks dovm and the change in magnetization
takes place by the rotation of the magnetization vector against
the stress anisotropy. The initial susceptibility in this case
is given by [5]

w .
^

-

----(const.) — Ms2
:
IM'IcJjj

z

(cons t.)

2

(2.26)

X C,
The theories of coercive field and initial suscepti
bility discussed in this chapter vri.ll be compared with
the experimental results in the subsequent chapters.
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CHAPTER III

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
3.1

SPECIMEN PREPARATION
The material used in the present investigations was

grain-oriented silicon steel sheet of thickness 0.33 mm made
by Westinghouse Company.
material is (110) [lOO]

The grain orientatiop in this
so that the rolling plane is parallel

to (110) plane and the rolling direction to the
tion.

[lOO] direc

Specimens of 15 mm vidth were prepared with their

length parallel to the rolling direction.

In order to elimi

nate the effects of machining and previous vorkhardening the
specimens were annealed in dry hydrogen atmosphere at I000°c
and subsequently furnace cooled at the rate of 50°c per hour.
The chemical composition of the specimen was as
follows J
Si -

3.25%j

Cr - 0.05"6;

Ni - 0.02*$

Mn -

0.02%}

Cu - 0.02*6}

Ti - O.'OOIS

C -

0.008’oj

other impurities 0.03"o and the

remainder iron.
The deformation of the specimens was done by a tensile
machine (manufactured by Instron C o . ).

In all cases the

specimens vere strained at room temperature and at a strain
rate of 0*2% per minute.

The values of net plastic strain
26
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■were estimated to be within 4% of the nominal value (checked
vith a traveling microscope)*

The size of the undeformed

and deformed specimens used for the measurement of the
coercive field strength and the initial susceptibility was
120 x 15 x 0*33 ram^,
The annealing of the specimens was done in a tube
furnace in hydrogen atmosphere.

The hydrogen was passed

through a palladium diffusion cell to reduce the moisture
content.

For the specimens to be used for metallographic

studies, the hydrogen was bubbled through n-heptane, a satu
rated hydrocarbon.

This reduces the possibility of decarburi-

zation and helps to get reliable etching results.

3.2.

MEASUREMENT OF HARDNESS
Diamond pyramid hardness measurements were made on

the specimens after electropolishing with the Leitz miniload
hardness tester.

Because of the small thickness of the

specimens a light load of 500 g. was used.

The values of

hardness measured over the polished surface of the specimen
varied from point to point and therefore, always 10 measure
ments were made on the same specimen and for each point on
the curve, three specimens were used.

Therefore, the values

recorded on the hardness curves are an average of 30 measure
ments for the same metallographic history of the material.
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3*3

MEASUREMENT OF COERCIVE FIELD STRENGTH
The measurement of the coercive field strength was

made by a Forster probe pair coercimeter*

The operation of

the coercimeter is described here and the schematic diagram
is shown in fig,(3*3~l).
able stand.

A field coil is mounted on a suit

By proper orientation of the stand and the use

of external magnets,the earth*s field at the centre of the
coil is virtually eliminated*

A variable D« C. voltage is

applied to the coil through a reversing svitch*

The sample

is now placed inside the field coil and the field is in
creased to a maximum of 1400 Oe so as to saturate the sample
and then slowly reduced to zero.

The remanant magnetiza

tion intensity is indicated on a precision magnetic field
meter using the Forster probe pair.

The coil field is now

increased in the opposite direction to a value Hc to mahe
the readings on the field strength sensor zero*

The coercive

field strength is then directly read on the meter* Each of
the Forster probe pair consists of two windings, a primary
and a secondary winding around a high permeability core*

The

primary windings of the pair are connected in series opposi
tion and the secondary windings in series addition.

The

output voltages of the secondary windings cancel when no
magnetic field affects the probe cores.

The high permeabi

lity cores are driven into saturation by a low frequency
alternating current flowing through the primaries.

If the
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. Schematic diagram of the coercimeter.
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cores are placed in a D.C. magnetic field a secondary voltage
containing even harmonics is developed.

The resultant output

voltage of the probe pair is proporional to the D.C. field
(this equipment utilizes the second harmonic of the secondary).
The probes are symmetrically placed on both sides of the field
coil so that the magnetic field produced by the field coil is
automatically compensated and the magnetic field emanating
from the sample only, is indicated.

The sensitivity of the

instrument is 5 moe in the range of 0.5 Oe full scale deflection.
Ij
For the measurement of the temperature dependence of
the coercive field, a tube furnace with a bifilar winding,
surrounded by a cylindrical water jacket was built.

This

assembly was inserted into the field coil of the coercimeter.
The temperature was uniform (i 5°c) for about 15 cm length
of the furnace where the specimens were placed.

The rate of

temperature-rise was suitably adjusted so that a set of
measurements from room temperature to 700°c could be made in
about 10 minutes.

This was necessary to avoid extensive

recovery of the specimens during the period of a set of
measurements.
The coercive field at -196° and -78°c was measured
by placing the specimens in liquid nitrogen and in a mix
ture of dry ice and methanol respectively in a quartz boat.
The boat of a suitable size was specially made for this.
purpose which could be placed inside the coil of the
coercimeter.
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3.4

MEASUREMENT OF INITIAL SUSCEPTIBILITY
The initial susceptibility ( X ^ ) is the slope of the

linear and reversible part of the virgin magnetization curve
of an ideally demagnetized specimen and is generally defined
by the expression

=

i

where A M

lim.

A H

AH-»“0

A H

M ss 0
H = 0

is the corresponding change in the magnetization

brought about by a small field change A H .
above equation defining

The basis of the

is that the measurement must be

made at very small field and at low magnetization value i.e.,
near the origin of the magnetization curve.

To measure the

susceptibility of a material it is necessary to determine the
magnetization as a function of the ‘•internal'1 field and
hence a closed magnetic circuit is required.

The closed .

magnetic circuit can be obtained in the following ways:
(i)

making a toroidal sample, which creates no free poles

when magnetized tangentially and hence no self demagnetiza
tion occurs,

(ii)

by using a suitable yoke as part of the

magnetic circuit.
For most of the measurements at room temperature the
second technique was employed.

On a nonmagnetic former, 9 cm

long, a primary winding of 20 turns and a secondary of 4000
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turns , were wound.

The specimen was put inside this coil

and two semicircular permalloy yokes of relatively large
cross-section of 2.25 sq. cm and very high permeability
(Jlr = 20*000) were clamped to the two sides so as to make a
complete magnetic circuit.

Care was taken to obtain a good

magnetic contact at the yokes.

The initial susceptibility

was measured ballistically and in all cases at field strength
of 2.5 mOe. A Siemens super ballistic galvanometer was
used ; this had a sensitivity of 2.5x 10- ^

--2mm/m

with

50 ohms damping resistance.
To study the temperature dependence of the initial
susceptibility, the first technique was used so as to avoid
the use of the yoke.

Toroids were synthesized by stacking

2 cm wide strips of the material.

These were approximately

40 mm and 45 mm inside and outside diameter respectively and
were wound with two windings, a primary of 20 turns and a
secondary of 150 turns using fibrefrax paper insulation
( a material of working temperature up to 1200°c available
in liquid, powder and paper form made by Carborundum Co.)
The measurements of initial susceptibility in this case were
made at a field strength of 5 mOe which was well within the
linear region of the magnetization curve.
Before each reading the specimen was demagnetized by
passing an alternating current (60 Hz) of gradually diminish
ing amplitude through one of the windings.

For the measure

ment of initial susceptibility at - 78° and - 196°C the
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toroidal specimen -was kept in a bath of the mixture of dry
ice and methanol in the former case and in liquid nitrogen
in the latter case.

For the high temperature measurements,

the toroids vere put in a suitable resistance furnace having
high heating rate.

A set of measurements from room tempera

ture to 700°c took around 45 minutes.

The measurement of

the specimen temperature was made by a thermocouple inserted
into the toroidal specimen.
An error is introduced in the susceptibility measure
ment due to the use of yokes and unavoidable air gaps.

How

ever, for a comparatively large cross-section of the yoke
(2.25 cm ) of high permeability (jUr=20000) material and an
air gap of few microns the error is less than 2^ compared to
a closed magnetic circuit.
METALLOGRAPHIC STUDIES
3.5.1.

EXPERIMENTAL
The

specimens were wet-ground to 600 grit size and .

then a surface of about \ cm

was electropolished with the

Disa electropolishing machine using methanol-perchloric acid
electrolyte.

The actual composition of the polishing electro

lyte used w a s :
perchloric acid.

200 cc.

methanol

700 cc.

ethylene glycol monobutyl ether

100 cc.

The polishing time was 15 sec. at a current density of
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2
3 amp/cm •

The polished surface was rinssd with water and

then with methanol-1* hydrochloric acid solution for 15-20
seconds and finally with methanol and then dried.

It was

found that washing with methanol-HCl solution gives better
etching results, probably by removing the top thin layer of
the electrolytic products from the polished surface.
The specimens were then etched electrolytically.
The etching electrolyte was of the composition!
chromic acid (powder)

25gms.

acetic acid

33 cc.

water

7 cc.

The etching time in all cases was seven minutes at a current
density of 20 ma/cm .

After etching, the surface was imme

diately washed with water and finally with alcohol and dried
in a warm air stream.

This etching electrolyte has been

reported to have reliably revealed the dislocation structure
in Fe-Si alloys [31-36J•
A Leitz metallux microscope was used to study the
microstructure of the specimens prepared in the manner des
cribed.

For the estimation of the dislocation density inicro-

photographs of different regions of the specimen within the
polished area were obtained.

In mo3t cases the same region

of the specimen was polished, etched and photographed for
the dislocation density determination at two different stages
of recovery.

A large number of photographs was taken for

different deformations and after various stages of annealing.
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3.5.2.

GENERAL REMARKS ON METALLOGRAPHIC TECHNIQUE
Numerous investigators

jjBl] have demonstrated that

certain reagents produce etch-pits on specific surfaces
which are intensified at preferred sites;such as the points
of emergence of dislocations on to the surface.

The etch-

pitting technique has been recently used extensively to
study dislocation phenomena. and has furnished valuable
information.

This technique is a powerful one, particularly

in studying the annealing behaviour of dislocations.

The

method is non-destructive and the same region of the specimen
can be repolished and re-etched to study the rearrangement
and the changes in the density of dislocations at various
stages of annealing.

There are some limitations however,

such as the information which can be gained from the etch
ing studies is confined only to a plane section through the
system of dislocations.

This is a very serious limitation

from the viewpoint of the interpretation of the results
since it may be erroneous to deduce the behaviour of disloca
tions within the crystal from the observations made on the
surface.
The optical microscope has the limitation that
the dislocation density only in a

certain narrow range

can be determined with this instrument.

The lower limit is

set by the fact that at the lowest magnification used for
the usual size of the etch pits, there should be at least a
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few dislocations in the field of view to give a reasonable
estimate of the dislocation density.

The upper limit is

fixed by the resolution at the maximum magnification available with the microscope.

Thus the optical microscope can be

used with reasonable accuracy only if the dislocation density
c
8
lies between 10 to about 2x 10 lines per sq. cm.
The main limitation arises from the debatable ques “
tion as to whether or not well defined etch pits are formed
at and only at the dislocations.

This depends critically on

the orientation and state of the surface to be etched and
precise composition of the etchant.

The reasons as to why

the emergence points of the dislocations are attacked prefer
entially are not very well understood so far.
seems established

However, it

[31,35] that in metals some impurity segrega

tion or atmosphere formation is necessary before dislocations
can be reliably etched.

Suits and Low

{35] have shown that

in si-Fe the seggregation of carbon atoms to dislocation sites .
due to an aging treatment is the necessary prerequisite for
the production of etch pits.

Various authors

[3l] have at

tempted to check the one to one correspondence between emer
gent dislocations and the etch pits— that is, whether every
etch pit represents only an emergent dislocation and every
dislocation terminus is etch pitted •
Vogel et al

[lO] obtained a satisfactory comparison

between the spacing of etch pits with the angle of misfit
across a pure tilt boundary in germanium • Gilman and
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Johnston

[41J

found a satisfactory correspondence bet

ween the etch pits on the matching cleavage surfaces of
lithium fluoride.

By introducing a known number of dis

locations into crystals of germanium and Fe-Si alloy by
bending them to a given radius of curvature, Vogel
Dunn and Hibbard

[42] , and

[33,34^ compared the density of etch pits

with the density of dislocations calculated from the radius
of curvature

[37-39], and confirmed the reliability of etch

pitting technique.
In view of the above evidences in favour of one to
one correspondence between the etch pits and dislocations
termini,it is concluded that the observed values of the density
of dislocations in the specimens of this work, are reliable
and reasonably accurate for the scope of this study.
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CHAPTER IV

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
4.1*

INTRODUCTION
The theories of coercive field and initial suscepti

bility developed on the model based on single crystal speci
mens have the limitation that they cannot in general* be
appropriately applied to polycrystalline specimens because
of the effects of the presence of the grain boundaries.

The

grain boundaries in a polycrystalline specimen separate the
regions of different crystallographic orientations,so that
the direction of easy magnetization differs in different
grains.

At low field strengths,the magnetization vectors of

neighbouring grains are not rotated from their easy magnetiza
tion direction into complete alignment.

Consequently,there

is a discontinuity across the grain boundary in the normal
component of the magnet iz at ion vector.

This causes the exis

tence of magnetic poles at the grain boundaries, and magnetic
energy is associated with these poles.

This contribution to

the energy of the system must be taken into account in the
calculations of the coercive field strength and the initial
susceptibility.
If

and 002 are the angles made by the spontaneous

magnetization vector Ms of the neighbouring grains with the
38
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normal to their common boundary, the surface pole density
is proportional to (cosw 1 - cos W 2 ),

it has been shown

J25] that, because of this effect the grain boundary
contribution to the coercive field is proportional to
2
(cos W j - cos W 2 ) .
However, this contribution of the grain boundaries
in a polycrystalline specimen may be neglected for the case
where (cos to^ - cos w 2) is small, that is, if the specimen
is highly grain oriented.
In a polycrystalline specimen of si-Fe with grain
oriented texture, the orientation of the various grains is
found to have spread about the mean (110)

[lOo]

orientation,

with the result that an individual crystal may differ from
the intended orientation by angles^, fb and cc as shown in
fig. (4.1-1).
the

Here <j> is the smallest angle which one of

[lOOj directions makes with the rolling plane i.e.,

the surface of the specimen.
tion of

The angle which the projec

[l00] direction on the rolling surface makes with

the rolling direction is fo and cx measures the degree of
[olOj and

[ooi]

directions about the

[lOOj direction.

A

position in which they make equal angles with the rolling
plane is the reference position

ol

= 0.

The information

regarding the degree of misorientation may be obtained by
studying the surface domain patterns of a large number of
grains of the specimen.
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The domain structure in single crystals of Fe-Si
alloy with different orientations
many workers

[43,44]

has

been studied by

and have been compared with those of

the Goss textured sheet*

In single crystals, with the

surface of observation oriented parallel to (110) plane,
the domain patterns are of simple 180° wall type; the
patterns become more complex with an increase in the misorientation of the surface.

The domain patterns on the

surface of a Goss textured sheet with a very high degree of
grain orientation have been found to be very similar to
those of a single crystal After the stress relief anneal,
the specimens were electropolished.

The surface domain

structure was delineated by means of the conventional col”
loid techniques [44j. The domain structure of various grains
was

observed and photographed.

Most of the grains showed

- simple 180° wall domains and others shoi?ed various kinds
of 180° domain pattern fig. (4.1-2).

It was inferred from

the above result that the material vised was highly grain
oriented.

This was evidenced further by the x-ray diffrac

tion studies.

The stereographic projection of 18 grains

of the sample is given in fig. (4.1-3).
The only experimental evidence about the effects
of grain boundaries on the coercive field is that of Yensen
and Ziegler [5 ,45].

They found that the grain boundary

contribution to the coercive field of iron is
Hc

r

3.7 x 10"3/l
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Fig. 4.1-2. Surface domain pattern in grain-oriented
Fe-3.25^ Si alloy.
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Fig.4.1-3. (110) [OOlJ Stereographic projection of 18 grains
in grain oriented silicon steel showing the
orientation angles with respect to (110) |p0lJ
orientation.
•
ideal (110) [lOO] orientation
+
typical orientation
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where H„ is in Oe and L in cm,is the average grain diameter*

Assuming that a similar relation holds in the

case of Fe~3i alloy, the grain boundary contribution to
Hc in these specimens (average grain diameter s 5 mm*)
will be about 7 moe* which is small compared to the range
of Hc measured during this work (0»1 - 0*6 Oe).
In view of the above evidences it was concluded
that these specimens were very suitable to be used for the
present studies in making the quantitative comparison
the theories.

with

In the following sections,the results of the

various experimental investigations are discussed in detail.
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4.2

DEPENDENCE OF COERCIVE FIELD STRENGTH AND INITIAL
SUSCEPTIBILITY ON DEFORMATION AND DENSITY OF
DISLOCATION

(a)

Plastic Deformation by Tension
Under the action of an applied stress, larger than a

critical value, a crystal yields and plastic deformation occurs.
For a ferromagnetic specimen, this results in a change in magrietic properties.

The mechanism of macroscopic plastic strain

is essentially the movement of dislocations introduced during
the process of deformation [28, 29]

.

It is possible therefore,

to relate the magnetic properties to plastic strain and hence
indirectly to the density of dislocations.
The stress-strain curve (resolved shear stress versus
resolved shear strain in the principal glide plane) of an
intermediately oriented body-centered cubic single crystal
such as iron, is characterized by three stages similar to that
of a face-centred cubic single crystal [49j •

In each of these

regions the rate of change in dislocation density with strain
is different.

It is expected therefore, that at low deforma

tions (region 1), the dislocation density N is linearly propor
tional to the resolved shear stress.

In case of polycrystalline

body-centred cubic metals, a parabolic relation between tensile
stress and tensile strain is observed

[28] •

Therefore, on

plastic deformation of the polycrystalline iron-silicon speci
mens in tension, the dislocation density N is expected to be
proportional to the square root of the plastic tensile strain 0 .
or

N

=

(constant)

£
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No experimental data on the variation of dislocation
density in iron-silicon alloy with plastic tensile strain
are available. In case of iron,the experimental results
supporting this statement are those of Koster and Bangert [50] »
According to their estimates, the dislocation density (based
on the damping capacity measurement) varies as the square
root of the plastic tensile strain. By transmission electron
microscopy, Keh [5l]

and Keh and Weissmann

[70] measured, the

changes in dislocation density with strain in single crystals
of iron (strained by rolling) and polycrystalline iron(tensile
strain). Their results show that the curves for the dislocation
density vs. deformation in both cases are parabolic. On plotP

ting the values of N against £ 2, a linear relationship may be
approximated within the accuracy of dislocation density measure
ments. ( however for low strain region, a linear relationship
between N and € is exhibited) • In view of the above evidence
it may be concluded that eqn.(4.2-1) is appropriate to des
cribe the dependence of dislocation density on strain.
All the theories of coercive field Hc discussed in
chapter II, eqns.(2.9),(2.11),(2.12) predict linear relation
between Hc and the square root of the dislocation density N
or

Hc

=

(constant) / n

(4.2-2)

Using relations (4.2-2) and (4.2-1), the expected dependence
of coercive field Hc on the plastic strain 8 is given by
P

Hc

=

(constant) £ 4

(4.2-3)

Kersten's model [8,9] for the initial susceptibility % /
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leads to a relation of
from eqn.

(2.24)
7^

7 ^ with the dislocation density N

as

=

(const.)/N

(4.2-4)

According to Trauble#-s calculations [6]^the dependence of
initial susceptibility

is related to dislocation density

N as [chap II eqn. (2.21)]
z

(const. ) / V n

(4.2-5)

Equations (4.2-4) and (4.2-5), using the relation between
.N and

S

given by eqn. (4.2-1), yield the deformation depen

dence of the initial susceptibility % ^ as
96^

=

(constant)/ £ %

(Kersten)

(4.2-6)

%ji

-

(constant)/ £**

(Trauble)

(4.2-7)

To obtain
experimentally,

the deformation dependence of He and ^
various specimens were strained from

to 7% at room temperature and their coercive field strength
and initial susceptibility vere measured.

The values of

Hc and the inverse initial susceptibility

%/*1 , are plotted

as a function of the fourth root of the plastic tensile
j,
strain ( £ 4) in fig. (4.2-1). The values for 1, 3, 5 and
7% strain are obtained from the average of 15 measurements
and for the remaining from 5 measurements.
tal points for Hc and

The experimen

iie fairly well on straight

lines.
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Fig. 4.2-1. Dependence of the coercive field and the initial
susceptibility on tensile strain.
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It is concluded on the basis of experimental results
that the coercive field and the inverse initial suscepti
bility vary linearly with the fourth root of plastic ten
sile strain.

The present results are in agreement with the

deformation dependence expressed in eqns. (4.2-3) and
(4.2-7).

Relation (4.2-3) is predicted by all the theories

of coercive fieldj

relation (4.2-7) is based on Trauble's

expression f o r % ^ .

The dependence of

by eqn. (4.2-6) does not hold true

on S expressed

experimentally. This

relation is based on Kersten’s calculations for the initial
susceptibility eqn. (4.2-4).

The discrepancy in Kersten’s

formulation and agreement of the results with Trauble’s
statement are essentially due to the difference in models
underlying their theories.

Kersten has assumed an over

simplified model in which the dislocations are distributed
regularly lying parallel to each other at a constant dis
tance ’s ’ of a square lattice and in the plane of the Bloch
wall.

The initial susceptibility is caused by the reversi

ble bending of the Bloch wall.

Trauble [g] on the other

hand , has taken into account the interaction of all types
of randomly distributed dislocations, with the Bloch wall
movement.

It is not surprising to find that the present

experimental results are in better agreement with the
theoretical statements of Trauble.

It is highly unlikely

to find a regular geometric distribution of dislocations in
real materials; in reality the dislocation distribution is
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very random•

Further supporting results are obtained in the

following section where dislocations are introduced by a
different technique.
(b)

Plastic Deformation, by Bending
Dislocations may also be introduced in a specimen

during plastic deformation by bending.
J37J

, Nye

[38] and Gilman

[3 9 ]

According to Cahn

, the dislocation density N

may be estimated from the radius of curvature according to
the equation
N

-

1
R b cos Y

(4.2-8)

where

i

N

=

i

density of dislocations per unit area normal
to the slip plane

R

ss

radius of the curvature of the neutral axis

b

=

Burger's vector

Y

«

angle between the slip plane and the.neutral
axis

It has been found experimentally

[33-35,42] that

for not too large strains, the dislocation density intro
duced by bending agrees with that given by the equation
(4.2-8).
The above relationship assumes a single crystal slab
with one active slip system (Y = constant).

In a poly

crystalline material the valties of Y will vary depending
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on the orientation of the individual c r y s t a l l i t e s and the
specific slip systems*

However, for specimens having a

high degree of grain orientation,

the density of dislocations

introduced in bending may be assumed, on the average, to be
given by eqn* (4*2-8)>i*e*,
N n o 1/R

(4.2-9)

Using Hc r ^ 7 N , the dependence of Hc on the radius of cur
vature R is given by

Hc

r^>

1/7 R .

(4*2-10)

For an experimental verification of the relation (4*2-10),
specimens were bent around circular cylinders of different
radii, flattened, and their coercive

field measured.

Five different values of radii wore used*
made to ascertain the value of V

No attempt was

, the angle between the

slip plane and the neutral axis which was assumed to be cons
tant in all the cases*
samples were used*

For each radius of curvature five

The measured values of Hc are plotted

in fig (4*2-2) as a function of 1/7 R , The experimental
points lie fairly well along a straight line.

This resultr

indirectly indicates that within the approximation of the
theory, the relationship Hc

7 n is true for this mode

of deformation as well*
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Fig. 4.2.2, Variation of the coercive field with the
radius of curvature.
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(c)

Dependence of Hc and

on Dislocation Density

One of the most important aspects of the present
investigations is the fact that attempts have been made
to relate the coercive field strength, the initial susceptibility and the mechanical hardness directly with the
density of dislocations determined metallographically.
In the previous sections, the deformation dependence of
H v* and

X.JL was measured and compared vith their theoretical

dependence on N.

While the general agreement was quite

satisfactory, the comparison was indirect— based on the
theories of work hardening.

In the following, the results

.. of metallographic studies^in parallel to the measurement
of Hc ,

and hardness are presented.

To the author's

knowledge, no such results relating Hc , Xj, and N based on
direct measurement of N have been reported in literature,
'I

The specimens with various plastic tensile strains
were heat-treated at different temperatures.

At various

stages of recovery, using etch-pitting techniques, micro
graphs showing dislocation etch pits were obtained#

The

dislocation density N was determined from these micrographs
by counting the etch pits.

The values of coercive field,

initial susceptibility and microhardness were also measured
for specimens with identical history.

The results of these

measurements are given in fig# (4,2-3) where Hc ,

% i**1

and the micro-hardness have been plotted as a function of
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Fig. 4.2-3. Dependence of the coercive field ,
initial susceptibility and microhardness
on the density of dislocations.
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Fig. 4.2-4. Micrographs showing dislocations in
deformed Fe-3.25£ Si alloy at various
stages of recovery.
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the square root of dislocation density«

A few typical

micrographs are shown in fig. (4.2-4).
The linear relationship of the coercive field strength
strength, the inverse initial susceptibility and the
mechanical hardness with the square root of dislocation
density is evident.

It may be concluded therefore, that

the present experimental results are in a better agreement
with the predictions of the theoretical statements by Trauble
(■'/.

i// n

). This agreement is pro b a b l y tha result of the

nat u r e of defects introduced w h i c h are r a n d o m rather than r egu
larly arranged. The interaction of d islocations with the Bloch
wall movement must be treated sta t i s t i c a l l y as considered by
Trauble. These results also offer a further experimental v e r i 
fication of the assumption that Bloch wall displacements are
responsible for the changes in m a g n e t i z a t i o n in small fields.
Th e theories of Hc and •X i will be examined later a g a i n when
their temperature dependence will be explained.
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4.3

STUDY OF THE PROCESS OF THERMAL RECOVERY
Recovery is the process whereby the crystal imperfec

tions

introduced into the material t are gradually eliminated

and the physical properties are restored to that of perfect
crystal.

Imperfections such as point defects and disloca

tions are introduced during plastic deformation.

These

imperfections are in a state of thermodynamic inequilibrium
and cause an increase in the free energy of the specimen.
Many of the physical properties,e.g., mechanical hardness,
coercive field and initial susceptibility are drastically
altered.

The imperfections may be gradually eliminated by

the process of diffusion aided by thermal energy.

With the

reduction in the density of imperfections, the extra free
energy of the system is reduced and the physical properties
are recovered.
The rate of recovery is usually increased during
annealing at higher temperatures because of increased rate
of diffusion.

A study of the mechanism of the recovery

process,of some physical property,is expected to give
valuable information on the behaviour of certain types of
imperfections affecting that property.

It is desirable

therefore, to have a method by which a single type of defect
may be introduced.

Most methods designed to introduce an

imperfection produce more than one type of defect

and they

all may have influence on the physical property to be
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investigated. This in turn may render the analysis of the
results more complicated.

Annealing studies offer possible

means of separating the effects of various defects.

This is

due to the fact that these defects are removed during an
nealing at different temperature ranges.
The activation energy for annealing of point defects
is low and these are eliminated at comparatively lower
temperatures.

At these temperatures, the dislocations may

interact with the point defects by acting as sinks or sources
and may execute small scale rearrangement.

The annealing of

dislocations having higher activation energy takes place at
higher temperatures when the thermal energy k T is large and
the dislocations gain appreciable mobility and tend to re
arrange and annihilate each other by glide or climb.

Such

large scale dislocation annealing eventually ends up in re
crystallization of the specimen and this results in essential
ly complete removal of the strained structure.

Thus the in

formation regarding the annealing behaviour of dislocations
can be obtained by studying the recovery characteristics of
the magnetic properties such as Hc and

or the mechanical

hardness,which are very sensitive to the internal stresses
caused by the dislocations in the material.
Recovery of Magnetic Properties
In the present studies, the specimens after being
strained to various degrees of deformation (1&, 3o, 5%, and 7£)
were given isochronal and isothermal heat treatment*
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the isochrones, the specimens were treated for 20 minutes
at each temperature between 100° and 800°C at 50° interval.
After each 20 minutes treatment, the specimens were quenched
to room temperature and the coercive field strength and the
initial susceptibility measured.

The isothermal recovery was

studied by annealing the specimens at various temperatures
between 550° and 720°C.

The coercive field and initial

susceptibilitywere measured after interrupting the recovery
process at various stages of annealing, by quenching the
specimens to room temperature.

In the following, Hco and

are the values of the coercive field and initial suscepti
bility respectively prior to heat treatment and Hc and
are the corresponding values at a certain stage of recovery.
Isochronal Annealing
Fig.

(4.3-1) shows the results of isochronal recovery

where the values of Hc/Hco and

^ ± / % ± 0 at the end of each

temperature pulse are plotted against the temperature of
that pulse.

The coercive field and the initial susceptibi

lity remain almost constant up to about 200°c.

Above this

temperature the coercive field strength first increases
to a maximum for all the specimens and then drops steadily
below its initial value Hc o .

The initial susceptibility

drops to a minimum with increasing annealing temperatures
and then steadily increases to values above
covery at higher temperatures.

during re

The effect of the degree of

deformation is apparent— with increased strain, the increase
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Fig.4.3-1• Isochronal recovery of the coercive field strength ( upper curves)
and initial susceptibility (lower curves) o f Fe-3.25?6Si alloy speci-mens as a function, of annealing temperatures after various, degrees
of deformation. ( t = 20 minutes at each temperature )
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in the value of Hc/Hco takes place at lower annealing tempera
ture, the maximum value is increased and is attained at a
lower temperature| after attaining the maximum the decrease
is much faster than in the specimens with lower deformation*
Isothermal Annealing
Fig. (4.3-2) to (4.3-9) show the results of isother
mal recovery where the values of Hc/Hco

or-

^

at the end of each recovery stage are plotted against the
logarithm of total annealing time at that temperature.

For

1% strained specimens the values of coercive field after

.
o
o
aging at lower temperatures 200-325 c are also given in fig.
(4.3-2).

The isothermal recovery curves shown in fig.

(4*3-2) to (4*3-9) also reflect the initial rise in Hc and
the drop in

at temperatures below 650°

the isochrones of fig. (4.3-1).

as exhibited by

On aging at low. temperatures,*

(200°~ 325°C), the coercive field initially increases and
then remains constant after achieving a maximum value.

With

increase in temperature of the isothermal heat treatment, the
maximum achieved by the coercive field is damped to lower
value3 followed by a gradual drop below its initial value*
o
Finally, the isotherms of higher temperature (above 650 c)
exhibit a steady drop in Hc without any initial rise*
the final stage of heat-treatment,the Hc and
a constant value.

During

approach to

In all the cases however, at least for the

later stages, where the curves are approximately straight
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lines, the recovery is characterized by a logarithmic time
dependence •

In this temperature range

the recovery of the

coercive field (or that of inverse initial susceptibility)
of a specimen with a certain pre-strain, at a constant
temperature of a nnealing, may be described by equation of
the form
Hc/Hco

*

B - A In t

~

B#"

-.1

or

[’^s/'^'iol

*

(4,3-1)

where B, B and A, A/ are constants dependent only on the an
nealing temperature and the degree of deformation.
The effect of strain on the rate of isothermal
recovery, at a constant temperature,is shown in fig, (4.3-10),
where the values of Hc/Hco and

of specimens with

various degrees of deformation are plotted against annealing
time at 690°c.

The values of

certain annealing time *t'

C

CO

and

j ^ / %^ l O

after

are found to be smaller for 7%

strained specimen and increases for 5%, 3% and 1%.strain in
that order.

This means that the rate of recovery increases

with increasing strains.
The recovery of various physical properties of many
deformed metals have shown a logarithmic dependence on the
time of isothermal annealing [46, 54,55]. Michalak and Paxton
[46] found a linear relationship between the flow, stress

0

in pure iron specimens and the logarithm of annealing time.
If Hc or

is replaced by the flow stress 6 using the

linear relationship between Hc (or

, V n and a, (H
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equations (4.3-1) yield a result similar to theirs describing
the recovery of flow stress.

There is, however, a marked

difference between the present results and those of Michalak
and Paxton during the early phases of isothermal annealing
where in contrast to their results, an increase in Hc and
drop in

alre observed (fig. 4.3-2 to 4.3-9).

The law3

and exact mechanism of annealing processes are still poorly
known and a general analysis of the process is missing.

In

the following section, the present results are analysed to
reveal further information on the mechanism of recovery.
Analysis of the Results
The recovery of the macroscopic magnetic properties
He and % i on annealing at a certain temperature is related
to the disappearctnce of dislocations.

The results show that

the rate of recovery is dependent on the degree of cold work;
it increases with increasing strains and higher dislocation
densities.

The internal stresses, whose sources are the

dislocations themselves, aid in the process of annealing.
It is expected therefore, that the rate of disappearance of
dislocations is proportional to some function F(N) of the
density of dislocations,i.e.>
dM/dt

=

-c F(N)

(4.3-2)

where *t* is the annealing time, and *c' is a constant for
the material and depends only on the temperature.

Since

during annealing, the potential barrier is overcome with
the aid of thermal activation, the temperature dependence of
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•c* should have the typical characteristics of the thermally
activated processes,so that c will be of the usual form*

where,

c

= c0 exp ( - Ua/kT)

cQ

= a constant

Ua

a

k

= Boltzmann constant

T

ss the annealing temperature in °K

(4.3-3)

the apparent activation energy for the process

In the process of recovery, the energy stored in the internal
stresses is released which reduces the necessary activation
energy.

The decrease in the activation energy can be consi

dered to be given by some function f(N) of the dislocation
density (N).
Ua
where

Therefore Ua may be taken as

(

s U£ - f(N)

(4.3-4)

is the intrinsic activation energy.

As the re

covery progresses, the dislocation density N and therefore
function f(N) decreases and the apparent activation energy
Ua ss U£ - f(N) increases.

Using (4.3-3) and (4.3-4) the

rate equation (4.3-2) can be written as
dN
'at~

“

co F(N) exp.

- [Ui - f(N)]
------

(4.3-5)

The values of the functions F(N) and f(N) have to be
evaluated from the analysis of the observed recovery charac
teristics of Hc a n d % £ .

Denoting the ratio Hc/Hco as a

equation (4.3-1) may be written as
a

*

H c /H c o

-

B - A In t

This gives on differentiation,
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d

r Hc.l

da

dt [ H^0J

dt

a

"
s

t
-A

exp

(4.3-6)

The theoretical and the experimental results of section
(4.2) relating Hc to -Jn give
Hc

= (const•)i . 7^

or
Hc/Hco

=

(const.)2

7n

(4.3-7)

since Hco is a constant for a certain strain value.
Substitution for a in equation (4.3-6) gives
=

-(const.)3

exp.

dt

t B ~ < « ”»*« >4
A
(4.3-8)

A comparison of equation (4.3-8) with equation (4.3-5)
suggests that the function F(N) and f(N) assumed in equation
(4.3-5) are linearly related to -JN, that is, F(N)^^/N and
f(N)<^V^»

On substituting for F(N) and f(N) in eqn.(4.3-5)^

the kinetic equation describing the rate of annealing of
dislocations is given by
dN
—dt

=

.
, .
- (const.) 5

At
VN exp•

-lui - (const. >6 ,/n|
-i-----------L?.,.1 J
kT
(4.3-9)

It is easy to show that eqn.(4.3-9) is the correct equation
to describe the annealing kinetic.

The substitution for N

in eqn. (4.3-8) in terms of a gives
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where C and 3 are constants.

The origin of 3 may be traced

back to equation (4.3-7) so that 3 depends on the many
physical constants of the material relating Hc to
Equation (4.3-10) on integration yields the equation of re
covery as

or

Ct

=

£i__
3

*a

B

- Jct In
3

Lc
k?

}tT
3

in t

“ A 111 t

(4.3-11)
(4.3-12)

■where
ui
3

KT
3
-

A

m

3c

c=

b

- intercept on the t - 1 axi

"kT
ss the slope of the line.

3
Equation(4.3-ll) is exactly the same as equation (4o3-l),
obtained directly from the experimental results.

An analysis

of the data of the recovery of the initial susceptibility on
the above lines yields similar results.
The above analysis shows that by making only the
magnetic measurements, the kinetics of the annealing of dis
locations in ferromagnetic materials may be obtained.

Further

insight into the mechanism of recovery may be obtained by
calculating the activation energy associated vith the re
covery process.

Once the annealing kinetics have been

determined, the method of calculation of activation energy
has justifiable basis.
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Calculation of Activation Energy
Rewriting the recovery equation,
HC
H,co

=

= a

ui
3

KT

In

pc
kT

OT
P

In t
(4.3-11)

one gets,
U i - $a
kT

In
~

PC
~kT

=

m

t

(4.3-13)

In eqn* (4.3-13), 3 is a constant for the range of stresses
.involved; also the logarithmic term In (pc/kT) veiries little
...

• “ ••

for any change in T in the temperature range 550 to 720 C
and may be treated as constant.

Therefore,the values of

In t plotted against l/T for constant values of a
will yield straight lines.

(= Hc/Hc o )

The slope (U^ - Pa )/k

of such

a line gives the value of apparent activation energy
Ua

ss

- pa for a particular value of

tional recovery of coercive field strength.

a or the frac
In a similar way,

the activation energies for various stages of recovery are
calculated from the recovery characteristics of initial
susceptibility.
The temperature dependence of the annealing time
for various amounts of fractional recovery of the coercive
field strength (solid lines) and the initial susceptibility
(dotted lines) of 1% strained specimens is shown in fig. (4.3-11).
The values of In t are plotted against 1000/T°K for constant
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Fig. 4.3-11. Temperature dependence of the annealing time required
for various amounts of fractional recovery of the coercive
field strength (--- ) and the initial susceptibility (---- )
of 7% strained specimens.
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value of Hc/Hco and ( O^/O^io)

The data for this figure

are obtained from fig* (4.3-6) for Hc/Hco and from fig.(4*3-6)
for ( 'X'i/Xj.o^ •

Tha points corresponding to a certain stage

of recovery lie approximately on a straight line;

the slope

of this line determines the activation energy for the
process at that stage of recovery. The lines corresponding
to different values of fractional recovery are not exactly
parallel;

the slope increases as the recovery progresses*

This gives higher values of activation energy with the in
crease of recovery*

Similar Arrhenius type plots are made

and values of activation energies are calculated for other
strain values (5%, 3^, 1%) as shown in figs. (4.-12) to (4.3-14).
The complete result of the activation energy calculations are
shown in fig. (4.3-15).

The calculated values of apparent

activation energy are plotted against the values of fraction
al recovery

(solid lines) and (

% i Q ) 1 (dotted

lines), for all the strain values used {7%, 5%, 3%, 1&).
The results show that for the same stage of recovery, The
activation energy decreases with increasing strain.
The results of the present work are in disagreement
with those of Michalah and Paxton

[46] in which the activation

energy associated with the recovery of flow stress in iron
was found to be independent of prestrain.

However, activa

tion energy ia a function of fractional recovery and increases
as the recovery progresses.

Kulhman

[47] has discussed a
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Fig.4.3-12C Temperature dependence of the annealing time required
for various amounts of fractional recovery of the
coercive field (solid lines) and initial susceptibility
(dotted lines) o f 3 % deformed Fe-3.25^oSi specimens.
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Fig.4.3-13, Temperature dependence of the annealing time required
for various amounts of fractional recovery of the coercive
field(solid lines) and initial susceptibility(dotted lines)
of 3°'o deformed Fe-3.25% alloy specimens.
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Fig. 4.3-15. The dependence of the apparent activation energy
on the fractional recovery of the coercive field
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mechanism of recovery process by assuming a model in
which the recovery results by dislocations gliding over
potential barrier with the aid of thermal activation.
She made the assumption that the activation energy for
recovery was a decreasing function of the mean internal
stresseso

If a linear relationship between internal stresses

and square root of dislocation density be assumed, the .
present experimental results provide a basis for Kulhman*s
assumption.
Behaviour of Mechanical Hardness
Dislocations are introduced into a specimen during
cold-work and its mechanical hardness is increased.

The

introduction of dislocations also increases the “magnetic
hardness"

of a ferromagnetic specimen —

an increase in

the coercive field strength and a decrease in the initial

t
susceptibility.

In order to emphasize the relation between

the mechanical hardness and magnetic hardness caused by
dislocations, the recovery of microhardness of deformed
specimens was studied in parallel to that of Hc and

T'i*

The microhardness of 5% and 1% strained specimens was
measured at various stages of recovery during isothermal and
isochronal heat treatment.

The results of the isothermal

heat treatment are given in fig. (4.3-16) where the values
of hardness are plotted as a function of the logarithm of
annealing time at 550°, 575° and 600°c.

The results indicate
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that in all cases, the hardness decreases almost linearly with
the logarithm of annealing time. Similar logarithmic dependence
is observed for Hc and'Xj,"** during the later stages of isothermal
annealing. This suggests a linear relationship between the mecha
nical hardness and the magnetic hardness in the later part of the
recovery process. This agrees with the results of section(4.2)
fig.4.2-3) based on the direct measurement of dislocation density
and mechanical hardness at various stages of recovery. The results
also show that at the same annealing temperature, the decrease
in hardness for To strain is faster than that for 5-5 strain. This
also is in agreement with the previous results on H

and 'Xj"’1 •

measurements. The results of isochronal annealing of 5?£ and 7%
strained specimens, between 100° and 700°C at every 100°
interval,are given in fig.(4.3-17 ); the specimens were treated
for 30 minutes at each temperature.
There is however, a marked differencei between the
behaviour of Hc and

^

and the microhardness during the

early stages of isothermal annealing. The microhardness sharply
decreases within the first few minutes of annealing whereas
at these temperatures an increase in Hc and

i ^ are observed.

The isochronal results support this fact. The hardness during
isochronal recovery remains constant upto around 350°C and
decreases sharply thereafter. This is again in contrast7to'the
results of magnetic measurements during isochronal annealing
where an increase in H
concluded

c

and

• 1 was observed. It can be
1

from the above results that up to the temperature of
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350p c, no significant dislocation a nnealing takes place.
The results also show that the increase in H c and 06 ^

on

aging at lower temperature is not cosistent with hardness
measurements•

Interaction w i t h Interstitial Atoms

During isochronal annealing of strained specimens f
fig. (4.3-1) , an increase in Hc and a decrease in
is observed. Similar behaviour is exhibited by Hc a n d ^

^
1

during isothermal annealing at temperatures 550°C - 650° C«
In order to obtain a better quantitative information about
this phenomenon, 7% strained specimens were aged at tempera
tures in the range 200°*»325°c and their Hc measured at ■
various stages of aging process.
fig. (4.3-2) (top curves).

The results are given in

The results show that Hc in

creases on aging, to values much higher than those prior
to heat treatment and attains a maximum value which remains
constant.

At these temperatures there is no evidence of

mobility of the dislocations?
ment remains unchanged.

their density and arrange

This is evidenced by the fact that

on isochronal annealing, the hardness remains constant up
o
to almost 350 C/. Hence any increase in Hc can only be
explained on the assumption that Bloch vail movement is
comparatively more impeded by aged dislocations than the
fresh ones.
In iron or iron silicon alloys, the impurities such as
interstitial carbon and nitrogen are present. The interstitials *
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are known to have pronounced effects on domain wall mobility
and magnetic aftereffects. The interstitials adept themselves
to the direction of magnetization within the wall and its
surrounding/causing the stabilization of the local magnetization
and through this the position of the wall[7l] . When dislocations
are introduced into the specimen* the stress field of the dis
locations exerts a dragging force on the interstitials and they
move towards the dislocations with drift velocity which depends
on the diffusion coefficient of the interstitials# The impurities
will tend to form an enriched cloud around the dislocations.
If the temperature is high enough to increase the diffusion
rate, and if the concentration of the interstitials is
sufficient* the dislocations will ultimately be saturated.
Assuming that the increase in the coercive field is due to
the diffusion of interstitial carbon atoms to dislocation t
a maximum in the Hc value is expected.

This maximum value

will remain constant,even after prolonged aging,provided
dislocation annealing is not taking place.

This is shown

in fig. (4.3-2)•
Further evidence to the assumption that increase
in Hc is caused by the diffusion of carbon atoms to dislo
cations is obtained by the knowledge of activation energy
associated with the phenomenon.

From the data in fig.(4.3-2)

the aging time t at each temperature T in the range of 200325°c necessary for a 20% increase in He (hc/Hco r 1.2) is
found.

The logarithm of t is plotted against 1000/T°K in fig.

(4.3-18) to yield a straight line.

From the slope of this line
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values of activation energy associated vith the process is
calculated to be 20 kcal/mole.
same as the Value of the
of carbon in a~iron[52j

This value is almost the

activation energy for the diffusion
»

This confirms the assumption

that

the increase in HG is caused by the diffusion of interstitial
carbon atoms to dislocations*
On annealing in the temperature range 550° to 650°C
the slip line arrangement of dislocations is disturbed and
dislocation annealing takes place.
the decrease in mechanical hardness,

Thi3 is evidenced by
consequently the

increase in Hc and the decrease in X'i is damped out as
the temperature of heat treatment increases.

At higher

temperatures (about 650°) the initial increase in Hc is not
observed because the rate of dislocation annealing is much
faster.
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4.4

TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE OF COERCIVE FIELD STRENGTH
The present theories of coercive field strength based

on dislocation model have been discussed in chapter II.
These theories.arc developed on different models which make
typical assumptions regarding the distribution of disloca
tions in the crystal and their specific interaction with
the Bloch wall movement.

At constant temperature,they all

lead to a linear dependence of the coercive field strength
Hc , on the square root of dislocation density N as
Hc

-

C N

H

^
(4.4-1)

Here the constant C symbolises the proportionality constants
in various expressions for Hc given by eqns (2.9),

(2.11)

and (2.12).
In all these expressions^ the values of the constants
differ numerically to a very large extent.

This is because

various material constants (e.g., M , X, K, 6), enter the
expressions for Hc in peculiar ways as a consequence of
special assumptions made in the development of these theories.
The experimental results discussed in section (4.2), based
on direct measurement of Hc at room temperature and determina
tion of dislocation density N by metallographic techniques,
also confirmed the relationship given by (4.4-1). However,the
measurements at room temperature are not enough exclusively
to check the complete validity of these relationships. At room
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temoerature, only the erfects of dislocriuion con^icy vai.ied by
plastic deformation and annealing can be determined, -while the
material constants remain unchanged»
A conclusive check on the validity of the assumptions
can be made only by studying the functional dependence of
Hc on the material constants —
way.

by varying them in a known

This is possible by making measurements of Hc as a

function of temperature since all these material constants
are temperature dependent*

A3 the values of ail hne mauGiial

constants (MSj X, K, 6) at room temperature and their tempera
ture dependence are known, the value of the cosis-cant C in .the
expressions for Hc can be varied with temperature in a known
way.

For a true comparison with the theory, the disloca

tion density must remain strictly unchanged during the
course of measurements.

This can be achieved provided the

measurements are made in a short time so that no apprecia
ble annealing of dislocations takes place.

In order to get

a better insight into the mechanism of interaction between
Bloch wall movement and dislocations, the study of the
*

temperature depedence of

for undeformed and various

deformed specimens were made.

For further comparison,

some iron-copper alloys, with the major portion of the
available copper precipitated, were also used.

The total

duration of measurement of Hc between 100° and 700°c was
about 10 minutes.
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Experimental Results
Fig* (4*4-1) shows the coercive field strength of
iron-silicon specimens after various degrees of deformation
as a function of temperature*
Fig* (4.4-2) shows the Hc - T behavior of undeformed
iron-silicon alloy specimens together with that of three
iron-copper alloys.

The curves in this figure represent

the ratio of the coercive field Hc at various temperatures
to its value at 20°c, Hc (20°)*
containing 1

2% ,

T^e i^on-copper alloys

and 3% copper were obtained by sintering

from carbonyl iron and electrolytic copper.

These specimens

were annealed for 12 hours at 875°c in order to bring the
copper in solution

[l7] and then aged at 700°c for 1000

minutes before their Hc - T behaviour was measured. ,It is
known that during this treatment almost pure copper preci
pitates in the very early stages ( 1 0

minutes) of aging,

and further treatment causes the coagulation of the preci
pitated particles*
There is a striking difference between the Hc - T
behaviour of deformed and undeformed specimens of Fe-Si
alloy.

In all the deformed specimens the coercive field

strength as shown in fig. (4.4-1), first increases with
rising temperature and subsequently falls rapidly after
achieving a maximum.

In the case of undeformed Fe-Si

specimens, the Hc drops steadily with rising temperature.
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With increasing deformation of the Fe-Si specimens the
maximum in the Hc - T curve shifts towards lover tempera
tures*

The experimental results are discussed in the

following,in the light of

predictions made by various

theories of coercive field.
i

Discussion
In iron-silicon alloys, at lower temperatures, the
magnetocrystallina anisotropy energy <£> k
larger than the stress anisotropy <j}s
nal stresses.

is considerably

caused by the inter

In this temperature range, there exists a

well defined magnetic domain structure with
magnetization direction.

preferred

The theories of Vicena [?] ,

Kersten [8] , and Trauble [6] based on the interaction of
Bloch wall with dislocations have been discussed in detail
in chapter II.

Vicena [7 ] calculated the coercive field

by considering the effect of the stress field due to dis
locations parallel to 180° Bloch wall on the wall movement
in a cubic crystal.

The temperature dependence of Hc from

his model is given by
Hc

z

X 100

(4.4-2)

M s Kh
where Ms is the saturation magnetization, X100 the satura
tion magnetostriction and

the anisotropy constant.

Kersten j^8] based his model on a regular distribution of
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dislocations located at equal distances and cylindrical
bending of the Bloch wall under the influence of an external
magnetizing field.

This leads to the Hc - T behaviour

expressed by
Hc

z

const.

Kj*5

(4,4-3)

Trauble [6] assumed a statistical distribution of disloca
tions and the movement of large sections of Bloch walls.
The model includes the interaction of all types of disloca
tion systems with the movement of 90°

and 180° Bloch walls.

For this case the Hc - T behavior obtained is
Hc

:

const.

(Cll~Cl2)
Ms

8

(4,4-4)
Here 6 is the Bloch wall thickness and
constants of elasticity.

and Ci2 t h e - "

All the above equations assume

a constant density of dislocations.
The Hc - T behaviour expressed by equation (4.4-2) is
shown by the dotted curve in fig. (4.4-1).

The values of

Kl» ^100 and Ms at vari°us temperatures are obtained from
the works of Bozorth [l] , Tatsumoto and Okamoto
H. H. Patter

[63] respectively.

an Hc value of 0.3 Oe at 0°c.

[62] and

The curve is adjusted to
It is evident that the rise

in Hc with rising temperature as expected from Vicena*s
model does not agree with the experimental results.
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discrepancy way be due to the fact that the model represents
a special case when the dislocations are located paralled to
the 180° - Bloch wall, which is seldom encountered in nature.
The Bloch wall movement would be much more restrained in the
presence of dislocations parallel to its surface than if they
were randomly distributed.

The temperature dependence of Hc

given by (4*4-3) also disagrees with the experimental results
because

constantly decreases with rising temperature

[l] •

The failure of Kersten*s model is because of its ideal nature*
that is, regular distribution of dislocations, bending of
Bloch wall free of stray fields. The experimental observa!
tions in fig.(4.2-4) suggest that the dislocation distribu
tion in these specimens is far
from ideal.
{>

Furthermore,

the Bloch walls can not bend free of stray fields# which
is. contrary to the assumption in Kersten*s theory.
The temperature dependence of Hc expected from eqn.
(4.4-4) is shown by the dotted curve with the experimental
results in fig. (4.4-1) for comparison.

The results show that

that the H c ~ T behaviour up to about 500°c agrees reason
ably with the theoretical model of Trauble

[6] •

The value

of C^, and C^2 used in eqn. (4.4-4) were taken from Lord
and Beshers

[64] and those for the Bloch wall thickness

obtained from a relation given by Kronmuller

[3] •

Here

also the curve obtained from eqn. (4.4-4) is adjusted to
an Hc value of 0.3 Oe at 0°c.

In the evaluation of the
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theoretical statements the values of the constants, are
of iron or of its alloys nearest in composition to
Fe-3*25?6 Si*

The error involved should not influence

the Hc - T behaviour considerably and may be neglected*
Near the Curie temperature,the stress anisotropy
dominates the crystal anisotropy
specimens.

<$> ^ in the deformed

This is due to the rapid decrease in the crystal

anisotropy with rising temperature while the stress aniso
tropy changes only little (due to some dislocation annealing
and rearrangement)*

There is no well-defined domain struc

ture and the preferred directions of magnetization are
distributed irregularly*

The magnetization changes occur

predominantly due to rotational processes against the stress
anisotropy energy*

The coercive field Hc as a function of

temperature is then approximately given by the expression

[24]

XlQQ ®

Hc

z

const* -

(4*4-5)
Ms

where G is the modulus of elasticity in shear*

The dotted

curve (3) obtained from eqn* (4.4-5) is shown in fig* (4i4-l)
where the values are adjusted to 0.3 Oe at 650°c.

This

seems to agree favourably with the experimental results
near the curie point*
The stress anisotropy is expected to increase with
increasing degree of deformation while the crystal aniso
tropy is not affected*

The maximum in the Hc - T curve
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occurs at a temperature at which the stress and crystal
anisotropies are approximatly equal.

Therefore, one would

expect that a specimen with a higher degree of deformation,
and thus with a greater stress anisotropy would exhibit an
Hc - T maximum at a lower temperature than one with lower
degree of deformation.

The experimental results in fig.

(4.4-1) confirm this observation.

On the same basis one

would expect that the Hc - T maximum in a highly deformed
specimen would be shifted towards higher temperature if
the temperature behaviour of Hc is measured at various
stages of recovery.
at 400°c after

A specimen was annealed for 30 minutes

deformation and a shift in the Hc - T

maximum towards a higher temperature was observed.
The results presented in fig. (4.4-2) for undeformed
iron-silicon and the iron-copper alloys with precipitated
copper cannot be explained in the light of the above discus
sion.

The predominant defect in the matrix of the iron-

copper alloys is the copper precipitate as an impurity which
is known to hinder the movement of Bloch walls

[l7]

•

The

coercive field in the undeformed, well annealed iron-silicon
specimens is influenced by minute traces of impurity and
surface oxidation.

Kersten

[23] has calculated the coercive

field due to stresses caused by

nonmagnetic

inclusions.

His result leads to the Hc - T behaviour as
Hc
c

=

const.

Kl5
---M_

(4.4-6)
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The dashed curve in fig. (4.4-2) represents the Hc - T
behaviour according to eqn. (4.4-6) where values at various
temperatures are normalized to Hc value at 20°c.

This result

almost exactly coincides with the experimental values for the
Fe-3.25?. Si specimen, and it is evident from fig. (4.4-2)
that the Hc - T behaviour of the alloys with copper as
impurity is quite similar to that given by eqn. (4.4-6),
The maxima in the Hc - T curve in fig. (4.4-1)
correspond to the temperatures at which the crystal anisotropy
energy cp k is equal to the stress anisotropy energy p
for
*•
s
the strained specimens, i. e., when
^ k
since

*

^ k ^

and also

one expects

* s
K1

^

Xl0o (T>

and
~

^ s ^

*100 ltf*l

Hc ,

Hc (max.) ^

Kl (T)

where Hc (max#) is the value of the coercive field at the
maxima points occuring at temperature T in the Hc - T curves
and K]_(T) and X i o o ^
at temperature T.

are tlle values of these constants

The values of X^ q o Hc(max.) are Plotted

against K], in fig. (4.4-3).

The resulting straight line

further supports the expectations of eqn. (4.4-4)
On the basis of the

results of this section it

may be concluded that in iron-silicon alloys,the magnetiza
tion changes occur by Bloch vail displacement up to around
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units)

16

Hc (max)*Xioo

18

< Arbitrary

20

14

12

8

12

14

CRYSTAL ANISOTROPY
Fig. 4.4-3. Variation of
Fe-Si alloy.

Hc /max\ • AlOO
.

20

18

16

( 104 ergs/cm3 )
vs# K1

for
.
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500° and above this temperature by rotational process*
The experimental results are in agreement vith the predic
tions of Trauble's theory of coercive field with respect
to the dependence of Hc on deformation, dislocation, density,
and temperature.

Further information on the process of

magnetization will be gained by studying the temperature
dependence of initial susceptibility.
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4.5 o

TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE OF INITIAL SUSCEPTIEILITY
The dependence of initial susceptibility on the

density of dislocations was investigated and compared -with
theoretical models in section (4,2) , In order to check the
validity of those models further

and complete the investiga

tions, the dependence of the initial susceptibility of un
deformed and deformed specimens was studied between - 196°
and 700°c.
The results of the measurement of the initial suscept
ibility of iron-silicon specimens with various degrees of
deformations are shown in fig. (4.5-1).

In this figure,

the ratio of the initial susceptibility 0^(T) at certain
temperature T to its value at - 195°c, i.e.,
has been plotted against the temperature T of measurement.
The

- T curve of the undeformed specimen passes through

a minimum around room temperature and exhibits a second
minimum around 450°c.

These minima and the maximum are

gradually flattened with increasing deformation until the '
specimen vith 1% deformation shows an almost smooth curve.
The%^

(T) values of specimens vith higher degrees of deformation

drop faster with temperature up to about 450 °c than those with
lower degrees of deformation. The maximum is shifted from 350°C
to lower temperatures as the deformation increases.
The theoretical relation expressed by Kersten leads
to a temperature dependence of % i as
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Fig.4.5-1 . Ratio of the initial susceptibility'X*|(T) at various
temperatures to its value at - 196 °C *Xi(-i96°C) as a
function of temperature of undeformed and aeformed
Fe-3.25^Si. alloy specimens.
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%.(T)
d

where

=

(consto) Ms/K,^ d

3

average domain width

(4.5-1)

Based on the interaction of Bloch wall movement with the
dislocations, the temperature dependence of

according

to Trauble is given by
(4.5-2)
According to equations (4.5-1) and (4.5-2), 06^ would b e ‘
expected to increase with rising temperature up to slightly
below the Curie temperature.

This is because the drop in

is much faster compared to Ms with rising temperature.
With the approach of Curie temperature % ^ steeply drops
to zero.

Kersten showed that several soft magnetic materials

exhibit the Ms/K^ dependence of

on temperature when

the domain width d in eqn. (4.5-1) is assumed to be indepen
dent of temperature.
anomalous

Certain ferromagnetic materials exhibit

-T behavior, much different from that expected

theoretically.

Snoek

[65]

found that the initial suscepti

bility of carbonyl iron is abnormally low between -50°c and
+ 50°c.

He associated this phenomenon to the diffusion of

carbon and nitrogen.

Anomalous behaviour of similar nature

was observed in several materials and several temperature
ranges

|66-68j

•

An attempt is made to explain the present

experimental results qualitatively as the existing theories
fail to offer adequate explanation.
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The number of dislocations and vacancies introduced
in the specimens depends on the degree of plastic deforma
tion.

Both these defects interact with Bloch vails.

How

ever, the effect of dislocations is much stronger than
that of vacancies.

At lover temperatures the wall occupies

a position of minimum energy and contains a certain number
of these defects*

As the temperature rises, the intersti

tial carbon atoms diffusing into the Bloch walls cause a
gradual drop in the initial susceptibility and their combined
effect on the mobility of the domain walls may be responsible
for a faster drop in % ^ i n the deformed specimens than in
the undeformed one.

The flattening of the

- T maximum

and its shifting towards lover temperature vith increasing
deformation indicates the role of stress anisotropy energy
cjas in determining t h e O ^ - T behaviour, since
vith deformation.

increases

A gradual shift of the minimum from 450°c

in the undeformed specimen towards higher temperatures in
the deformed specimens is also observed.

In this tempera

ture region the stress anisotropy dominates over the crystal
anisotropy and the magnetization is due to rotational pro
cesses.

In fig* (4*5-1), curve 7A, shows the

- t

behaviour of a specimen with 7% deformation followed by
30 minutes of annealing at 700°c.

The behaviour is similar

to that of a specimen with a lower degree of deformation
and hence, low stress anisotropy •
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The

- T behaviour of the undeformsd specimen

around room temperature may be associated with the diffu
sion of carbon atoms*

The interstitial carbon atoms

redistribute themselves around room temperature and
according to Snosk

[55] affect the susceptibility by

migrating to Bloch walls.

The anomaly at higher tempera

ture could be due to vacancy migration.

According to

Dietze [67] the energy of a lattice vacancy depends on
the direction of magnetization in its immediate neighbor
hood •

The orientation of magnetization in a Bloch wall

changes continuously from one crystallographic preferred
direction to another one.

This results in an interaction

of the vacancies with the Bloch walls.

The thermal energy

facilitates the diffusion of the vacancies towards the
Bloch walls and a new vacancy concentration is established
inside the walls, which further hinders the wall movement
and causer a drop in

above 300°C.

The assumption that domain width d in eqn. (4.5-1)
remains constant is not quite valid;
is found to vary with temperature.

the domain width d
Startseva and Shur

[69]

showed that d - T behaviour of iron-silicon specimens
having 3.2 and 3.8^ silicon, and crystallographic charateristics similar to the present specimens, exhibits a minimum
around 350°c and a maximum around 450°c.

If this behaviour

of domain width d is taken into account in eqn. (4,5-1),
a 06^ - T behaviour similar to that in fig. (4.5-1) is
expected•
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T h ough the anomalies in th e 'X/- - T behaviour h a v e been
reported in the literature*

the present investigations h a d the

objective to study the effects of dislocations and d e f o r m a t i o n
on the magnetisation at elevated temperatures. T h e pres e n t ex
perimental results cannot be e xplained a dequately in th e light
of the existing theories of magnetisation.

However they provide

a basis for the improvement of th e theories.
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CHAFTER VI

CONCLUSIONS

The coercive field strength Hc and the initial
susceptibility

of soft magnetic materials are strongly

influenced by crystal imperfections such as dislocations*
Dislocations are introduced on plastic deformation in
tension and their density and arrangement are varied by heat
treatment.

The presence of dislocations has pronounced

effects on the temperature dependence of the magnetic pro
perties.

The results show thati
(i)

The coercive field strength Hc varies directly

and the initial susceptibility inversely as the fourth root
of the plastic tensile-strain.
(ii)

The coercive field strength and the mechanical

hardness are proportional directly# and the initial suscepti
b i l i t y inversely, to the square root of the dislocation
density. These results are in agreement with Trauble's
theoretical predictions.
(iii)

On aging at lower temperatures (200°-325°C)

the coercive field strength of deformed specimens increases
to a maximum and remains constant* The activation energy
associated with this process is equal to that of the diffu
sion of carbon in alpha-iron.

The increase in Hc and the

decrease in 0^ are attributed to the aging of dislocations.
110
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Ill
(iv)

During annealing at higher temperatures,

(550°-720°C), the density of dislocations decreases.

How

ever, contrary to the expectations, during the initial stages
of recovery up to 650°c, an increase in Hc and decrease in
X i w a s observed.
(v)

For the later stages of isothermal recovery the

coercive field strength Hc and the reciprocal of the initial
susceptibility

% i * decrease showing a linear dependence on

the logarithm of the annealing time; i.e., the recovery may
be represented by an equation of the form Hc (or TCi^=b - a In t
where b and a are constants depending on the degree of plastic
deformation and the annealing temperature and •t* is the an
nealing time.
(vi) The activation energy associated with the recovery
process is found to be strain-dependent.

It decreases with

increasing strain and increases during annealing as the
recovery progresses.
(vii) On the analysis of the observed results an
expression for the kinetics of annealing of dislocations is
obtained.

This also shows the applicability of magnetic

measurements to metallurgical problems.
(viii)

The coercive field strength of undeformed

specimen decreases continuously with rising temperature.
This temperature depencence is determined essentially by the
interaction of the Bloch wall movement with the nonmagnetic
inclusions.
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(ix)

The coercive field strength of deformed speci

men increases considerably from its value at -196°c to a
maximum at about 500°c and then drops steeply to zero at the
approach of the Curie temperature*

It is concluded that

below 500°c (raagnetocrvstalline anisotropy energy
stress anisotropy energy

cjoj,. >>■

the change of magnetization

takes place by the movement of Bloch walls and above this
temperature where stress anisotropy predominates,by rota
tional process.

This temperature dependence shows agreement

with the results of the theoretical models developed for the
various inodes of magnetization.
(x)

The temperature dependence of the initial suscep

tibility completely disagrees with all theoretical models.
Certain anomalies are found in this case and an attempt has been

f

*•

-

.

made to explain the various maxima and m inima w hich occur
in the observed QLj- T behaviour.
The present investigations are an attempt to relate
the magnetic properties to the d ensity of dislocations d e t e r 
mined rnetallographically • The results offer a test to the validity
of the assumptions underlying the theories of hysteresis which
is a complicated phenomenon. These results should prove useful
in a better understanding and the modific a t i o n of the theories
of hysteresis.
A n immediate extension of the w o r k could be to study
the effect of increased plastic d e f o r m a t i o n and h igher d i s 
location density using optical and e l e c t r o n microscopy.
Movement of Bloch walls in specimens h a v i n g dislocations or
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nonmagnetic inclusions may be studied in alternating fields
of various frequencies and wave shapes*

Optical techniques

and high speed photography of domain walls in motion will
give further clues towards the understanding of the pheno
menon of hysteresis and help in verifying the assumptions
on the interaction of defects with the domain walls*

The

anomalies found in the behaviour of % ^ may be studied
further in the light of magnetic aftereffects.

It is pos

sible that in the dynamic studies one may find the answer
to some of the questions that have arisen from the present
invest igat ions«

1

•
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